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ON SOME EPISTEMOLOGICAL VULNERABILITIES OF POPPER-IAN FALSIFIABILITY IN 
THE ECONOMIC FIELD 
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Abstract 
The paper examines some difficulties involved by using Popper’s falsifiability proposal (issued from the natural sciences 
perspective) when it is applied on the economic events (phenomena). The aim of study is not to reject this kind of testing 
(which is, in fact, in our opinion, the most adequate proposal to get the scientific truth – compared with the 
verificationism and even with confirmabilism), but to find the epistemological adjustments needed (and sufficient) to 
replace the correpondence-truth of the factual testing with a (what?) new kind of truth which is particular for the 
economic (more general, for the social) field. The methodology used is dominantly the logic method. In this „key”, the 
concepts of scientificity, testability, truth, sense are introduced and defined. Based on them, then a structure of the 
world viewed from the testability perspective is proposed. The main body of the study consists in six vulnerabilities of 
Popper-ian falsifiability in the economic (more general, social) field which are identified, described, and examined. 
Finally, some sketched suggestions to „save” the falsifiability in the economic field are provided. 
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1. Preamble  

1.1. Statement, sense, and truth 

Because the social nature of humans, although our most primary relationships with the world (in 

which we are sunken) could be pure praxiological, very soon such relationships became linguistic 

and, from this point forward, they remained essentially linguistic (any non-linguistic relationships 

between humans and the world are originated and can be translated, in the last instance, into 

linguistic ones).1 This means that about the world we cannot speak than through linguistic 

statements, even more restrictive, through verbal statements.2 Generally, any statement is credited 

with two attributes: a) sense value; b) truth value. By sense is understood the possibility of the state 

of affairs (facts) evoked by that statement3, in the world. Once a statement has sense (but only after 

its sense is proved), it is liable to be assigned with truth values. While the sense has an apriori (that 

is, necessary4, internal) character, the truth values have an a posteriori (that is, contingent, external) 

character. Consequently, a statement with sense could be true or false5. To be mentioned again the 

question of truth can be put only if the question of sense is already affirmative solved (Wittgenstein, 

2012). We have here both a logical conditionality and a chronological one. 

 

 

 
 Emil Dinga is senior researcher at Romanian Academy – Center for Financial and Monetary Research „Victor Slăvescu”. 
1 Such an assessment is valid both for the filogenetic development and for the ontogenetic evolution. 
2 It is easy to show that any non-verbal statement, for example a mathematical enunciation like 𝐸 = 𝑚𝑐2, is, in fact, an 
abreviation of the same content expressed verbally.  
3 This is the well-known position of Wittgenstein (see Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, translated by Humanitas 
Publishing House, second edition, 2012). His positioning is larger than that of Vienna Circle (the logical empiricists 
required the statement’s content – that is, the statement’s referential – be not only possible in the world, but verifiable 
through empiric experience in the world). Of course, could there are statements about possible facts which are situated 
outside any experience, so the Vienna Circle positioning is more restrictive – from the modal category of possible it 
extracts the category of experientiable only. 
4 The equivalence between necessity and a priorism of a statement is not non-problematic (see, for example, the 
objections formulated by Saul Kripke, which indicated counterexamples of contingent a priori statements) but, in this 
study, it will be accepted, together with the equivalence between contingency and a posteriorism. 
5 We do not extend here the discussion  beyond the binary logic, because it is not needed by the purpose of the paper. 
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1.2. Three categories of truth 

Searching the truth seems to be required from two human’s instances: a cognitive instance – which 

is rather an intrinsic curiosity about the existence (for example, our theories), and a praxiological 

one – which is an evolutionary process „responsible” simply for our own existence. Since we 

necessarily must primum vivere deinde philosophari, the first (chronologically and logically) category 

of the truth taken into consideration was, of course, that viewed from the praxiological perspective. 

It is known as the correspondence-truth. By correspondence-truth is understood the semantic 

coincidence between a statement about a factual which is not yet inspected (or which is coming in 

the future) – we can name such a statement as a prediction – and a statement about the same 

factual which is inspected (or is already actualized) – we can name such a statement as a description. 

The semantic coincidence between prediction and description means the same factual referential 

(or factual denotation) is observable for the two statements involved. This kind of truth (first kind) 

is externally anchored and validate. Formally, the correspondence-truth can be expressed as 

follows: 𝑅(𝑃𝑖) ≡ 𝑅(𝐷𝑗), where: 𝑅 stays for the referential, 𝑃𝑖  is a prediction about a given factual 

(that is, about the referential involved) at the moment 𝑖, 𝐷𝑗  is a description about the same given 

factual at the moment 𝑗, with 𝑗 > 𝑖. As we will see below, this kind of the truth is involved in Popper’s 

proposal for the falsifiability of the scientific knowledge. The correspondence-truth must be 

understood as an experienced truth. The second kind of the truth, that is, the cognitive truth could 

be named as coherence-truth. It exhibits, in its turn, two species: a) internal coherence-truth6; 

b) external coherence-truth. The internal coherence-truth is understood rather as a validated truth 

through verifying the grammatical and logical rules which govern the verbally formulation of a given 

statement, of any kind (not mandatorily addressing the ontological factuals). The external 

coherence-truth is understood rather as a demonstrated truth through verifying the inferential (i.e. 

syllogistic) rules which govern the verbally formulation of a given statement (e.g. a theorem inferred 

from an axiomatic system).  

Table 1 synthetises the above considerations on the three categories of truth. 

 (1) correspondence-truth 
coherence-truth 

(2) internal coherence-truth (3) external coherence-truth 

perspective praxiological  cognitive  

nature experienced  validated  demonstrated  

way of testing falsifiability  non-contradictoriality inferentiality  

Table 1. The three categories of truth 

Source: author. 

1.3. Testability 

Discussion about testability or testing are qualified for the truth value of statement only. Of course, 

as it has resulted previously, are testable only the statements which have also and already sense. 

Consequently, the testability implies an external inspection regarding a given statement endowed 

with sense. So, the sufficiency predicates based on which a given statement is testable are the 

followings: 

 
6 To be mentioned that the internality in this case is not the same with the internality required by Wittgenstein in order 
to put into evidence the sense of a statement. It can be said the internality in the case of the internal coherence-truth 
is not a necessary internality, but a contingent one.  
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• (T1) the statement has sense, that is, it is addressing a possible state7 of the world; 

• (T2) the statement is contingent, that is, it has an empirical hypostasising of its necessity 

required by the sense; 

• (T3) there are external (independent from the given statement), criteria to assess the 

statement from any of interest purpose; 

• (T4) applying the external criteria in assessing the statement, the procedure involved gives 

necessarily an un-ambiguous result.8 

If a statement verifies cumulatively the four sufficiency predicates, the it can be qualified as testable. 

So, the testability (𝑇) of a given statement (𝑆) could be formalized as (𝑆𝑇): 

(𝑆𝑇) ← (𝑆𝑇1)⋀(𝑆𝑇2)⋀(𝑆𝑇3)⋀(𝑆𝑇4) 

where 𝑆𝑥 means that the statement 𝑆 verifies the sufficiency predicate 𝑥. 

1.4. Scientificity 

The scientificity is an attribute which is assignable also to statements only. Although scientificity is 

not considered as semantically equivalent with testability, it is viewed, however, strongly related to 

it. In our opinion, the extension of the concept of scientificity is not rigorously the same with the 

extension of the concept of testability. Consequently, we’ll formulate, like in the case of testability, 

the sufficiency predicates which delivers the concept of scientificity of a statement: 

• (S1) the statement has a public (social) character9, that is, at least another individual, 

except the enunciator, is informed, in a language s/he knows, about the content of the 

statement in case; 

• (S2) the statement is comprehensible (understandable) for at least one person, other than 

the enunciator of the statement in case; again, remember the comprehensibility for others 

is not required for testability;10 

• (S3) the statement is testable. 

So, formally, the scientificity (S) of a statement (S) can be expressed as: 

𝑆𝑆 ← (𝑆𝑆1)⋀(𝑆𝑆2)⋀(𝑆3) 
or, developed, by taking into account that 𝑆3 ≡ 𝑆𝑇 

𝑆𝑆 ← (𝑆𝑆1)⋀(𝑆𝑆2)⋀(𝑆𝑇1)⋀(𝑆𝑇2)⋀(𝑆𝑇3)⋀(𝑆𝑇4) 

1.5. Relationship between testability and scientificity 

Based on the sufficiency predicates established for the testability and scientificity, respectively, we 

can now discuss the relationships between testability and scientificity, as follows: 

• any scientific11 statement is testable12. Indeed, based on the above logical descriptions,  

𝑆𝑇 ⊂ 𝑆𝑆, so 𝑆𝑆 → 𝑆𝑇; 

 
7 The term state should be taken in its largest acception, that is, its referentials could equally be: events, structures, 
causalities, proceses and so on, which can be associated with the reality (objective, subjective, or objectified by the 
inter-subjective relaționships, so the third Popper-ian worlds). 
8 For example, the statement is true or false, but not un-determined (remember we are in a world in which is working 
the binary logic). 
9 Remember that testability did not require the publicity – a testable statement holds its testability even if a single 
individual formulates the statatement in case, and nobody knows about it. 
10 For example, a religious statement, addressing a religious feeling, is comprehensible for the author of that statement 
only (because the religious feelings cannot be „translated” for others), so that statement is not scientific, but it is still 
testable. 
11 By verifying the scientificity, a statement aquires the statute of scientific statement. The same about testability. 
12 Although Popper sententiously stated that testability is equivalent with scientificity (and also with falsifiability), we 
believe the testability and scientificity are not semantically (that is, from the perspective of their extensions) equivalent 
at all. Regarding the relationships between testability and falsifiability we’ll address them further. 
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• there are statements which are testable but are not scientific. Indeed, any statement that 

only verifies the testability lacks the sufficiency predicates 𝑆1, and 𝑆2, so being eliminated 

from the scientificity; 

• testable non-scientific statements can be of three kinds: 

➢ absolute testable non-scientific statements, defined as verifying the logical 

expression 𝑆𝑇; 

➢ publicly testable non-scientific statements, defined as (𝑆𝑇)⋀(𝑆𝑆1); 

➢ comprehensible testable non-scientific statements, defined as (𝑆𝑇)⋀(𝑆𝑆2). 

Synoptically, relationships between the extensions of testability and scientificity, respectively, are 

shown in figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Extensionality relationships between testability and scientificity 

Source: author. 

2. Popper’s falsifiability 

Further we’ll narrow our discussion within Popper’s worlds, that is inside the scientificity, as it was 

been defined above. Let’s shortly remember the main features of Popper’ falsifiability.  

• based on the sufficiency predicates of the scientificity, Popper declared any science cannot 

be than empirical, so factually testable; 

• by testability, Popper understand the possibility (either for an entire theory or for a 

theorem of it) to formulate a conjecture13 about a still unknown factual, under the 

condition that factual is observable or experiencible after the formulation of the 

conjecture;  

• Popper accept degrees of testability – a testability has a degree as greater as the 

probability the conjecture be rejected by the factual in case is greater; 

• the testability must be accessible at least for two persons which are independent each 

other (in fact, the accessibility should regard all the scientific community in the field 

involved); 

 
13 By conjecture is understood a statement, generally verbally expressed and logically and grammatically valid, about a 
non-inspected or a future factual (that is, an event as hypostasis of the phenomenon concerned).  
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• no conjecture (or hypothesis or theory) can be verified14, because only two non-

ambiguous results will be delivered by factual testing: a) corroboration, that is, not yet 

rejection; b) refutation; 

• Popper invites us to become agnostic regarding the scientific (as being empirical) 

knowledge, because no testing will say something about the truth of our theories, but it 

only says us about their falsity or does not say us nothing about. 

3. What’s different within the economic field? 

There are some irreducible features in the economic (more general, in the social) field. Let’s shortly 
list the most relevant of them. 

(a) interdisciplinarity requirement, because: 
– the economic subject is part of the economic object (it is epistemologically 

indistinguishable from the object); 
– the observer (i.e. cognitive) subject coincides with the actional (i.e. praxiological) 

subject;  
– the „law of motion" is not invariant (i.e., there are no laws15 in the strong sense); 
– the variability of the initial conditions is necessary (not contingent, as in the natural 

sciences). 

(b) requirement of relativity, because: 
– economic truth and its testing are necessarily axiologically contextual, i.e. it is depending 

on values, which transforms economic knowledge rather into hermeneutics; 
– the „law of motion" is strongly sensitive to the initial conditions: 

▪ the economic kinematics are chaotic (it is punctually unpredictable); 
▪ the economic kinematics are not reversible (or, at least, not ergodic); 
▪ the economic kinematics are strongly hysteresical. 

(c) hidden causality, because: 
– most of the time, the effect precedes the cause 

▪ because the effect is of the purpose type (and the purpose is a kind of cause - 
Aristotle's causa finalis), which arises before the economic action (this last being the 
efficient cause); 

– most of the time, the cause cannot be known (observed) 
▪ in the best case: the cause appears in the form of the causal mechanism (causal chain 

without a first cause, but only with causes with different degrees of proximity to the 
effect); 

▪ in the worst (and most frequently) case: the cause appears in the form of a simple 
correlation (either structural, or functional, but not causal, that is, it appears in the 
form of a causal chain whose causes have varying degrees of proximity to the 
effect).16 

 

 
14 Popper delimitates from the Vienna Circle both regarding the verificationism and the confirmabilism. Although, 
regarding the verificationism, his arguments are convincing, regarding the confirmabilism he did not provide explicit 
positioning, but his position could be inferred from the fact his falsifiability has not a potential character, as the 
confirmabilism does, but an actual one. 
15 Of course, could thare are deep enaugh correlations among phneomena (what are searching the econometricians) or 
even serial „laws” (see the suggestion of the Romanian historian A.D. Xenopol), but without accepting general/universal 
social laws. What are called economic laws (e.g. the law of demand) are metaphors for some observable regularities 
whose primitive causes (still) remain unknown.  
16 Wherever we have a causal chain, it is about correlation and not about causal explanation. 
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(d) causal asymmetry, because: 
– identical causes can lead, under the same conditions, to different effects 

(morphogenesis); 
– different causes can lead, under the same conditions, to the same effect (morphostasis); 
– causality is not „submerged" into trajectories (which are reversible, by changing the 

algebraic sign of the time variable) but into irreversible processes, governed by the law 
of entropy. 

(e) requirement of problematization, because: 
– there is no authentic research in economics (more generally, in the social sciences) 

without generating a problem (so, without having a structural, functional or causal 
incompleteness); 

– economic research must identify problems of a scientific type, that is, it is likely to 
extend the horizon of factual testable knowledge (i.e. the testing of the truth of 
correspondence type) or, at least, the list of hypothetical testable hypotheses or 
conjectures; 

– the problematization implies the increase of the weight of the deductive or, at least, of 
the abductive character in formulating the hypotheses and in testing their veracity. 

(f) requirement of invention, because: 
– in the economy (in the social field, more generally) the invention is dominant, but not 

the discovery (instead, discovery is dominant in the natural sciences); 
– in the economy (in the social field, more generally) the conceptualization consists, in a 

dominant way, in the construction of heuristic fictions (the „as if" method must be used 
massively); 

– invention involves a much higher risk of error as compared to the discovery (in fact, any 
theory is, in essence, an invention, the theory has no ontological status, although Karl 
Popper classifies it within the „third world" – the world of thinking contents objectifying; 

– the construction of meta-theories (meta-explanations) is the safest way to control the 
information explosion (there is, however, also the categorical knowledge aimed at to 
treat that explosion) 
▪ the extreme abstraction must be the final target of fundamental economic or social 

research; 
▪ the most powerful de-contextualization of the scientific result is a symptom of 

veracity (like the formal aesthetic aspect in the natural sciences). 

(g) requirement of problematic opening, because: 
– an authentic scientific result is the one that proposes, at the same time, new queries 

that it necessarily generates (otherwise, it is purely tautological); 
– social research must, in essence, tend towards understanding (comprehension); in the 

social field, many explanations are not, cannot be, and should only be descriptions of 
the understanding of human behaviour; so, not the explanation is the fundamental end 
of the social research; 

– scientific economic research must take into account that the rationality of the decision 
and of the economic behaviour are false targets, because it is principled impossible to 
be achieved (the desiderative thinking always dominates the rational thinking –  this last 
is a simple optimal adequacy of the means for purposes);17 

– testing the truth of economic propositions (or of the economic predicates, as the case 
may be) remains axiologically contextualised, which generates an insurmountable gap 

 
17 See, here, the instrumental rationality addressed by Robert Nozick. 
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in the Popper-ian falsification criterion (it is difficult to replicate the prediction context 
in the form of the testing experiment context); 

– the isolation of an economic system as a cognitive object „breaks" the relations which 
must not be ignored between the „cut" system and the environment that is formed 
around this system 
▪ these relationships cover the entire relational spectrum: they are of causal type, 

structural type, functional type; 
▪ the cognitively isolated system is ontologically co-existing with its environment: the 

change of the system interacts with the change of the environment, in a complex 
network of mutual influences (co-evolution);18  

– the initial conditions of any social/economic system are necessarily non-invariant 
(necessity arises from free will, which does not exist in the natural domain); 

– induction is impossible in the social-economic field 
▪ any inductive result has an exclusively local validity (both in time and space); 
▪ or, the scientificity of a cognitive result implies its de-contextualization (at least at the 

level of the generality, but it would be desirable to achieve the universality);19  
– invariants (formal or simply heuristic) are very difficult to be identified (however, 

scientificity means, in the last and highest instance, the identification/construction of 
invariants); 

– in the social/economic disciplines, the explanation, as a description of causality, has a 
more accessible and, at the same time, enough proxy: understanding/comprehending; 

– social/economic logic is not always bivalent (i.e. it does not always hold the third part 
excluded).20 

4. Ontological conditioning of Popper-ian falsifiability within economic field 

We should be aware that Popper-ian falsifiability implies a kind of objectivity. Indeed, both 

prediction on the factuals and the descriptions of the corresponding actualized factuals must be 

public, that is, observable and operationally accessible to everyone or, at least, to all members of 

the scientific community involved.21 This publicity consists in the followings: 

a) the theory based on which the hypothesis or conjecture (i.e. the prediction) is enunciated is 

belong to the third world – that is, the world of the objectified inter-subjectivity. To be 

mentioned that this third world is located inside the „intersection” between the pure 

ontology (the first world) and the pure psychology (the second world); 

b) as said above, both prediction and its testing are not only communicable to other individuals 

(at least one more), but they are effectively communicated in a known language (most of 

time, they are expressed in the jargon of the scientific field involved); 

c) it is desirable22 that the enunciator of the prediction be autonomous from the testator of 

the implied factual. Such an inter-subjectivity breaking is required in order to ensure on the 

avoiding the false testing; this danger is not certainly intentioned, but it is psychologically to 

be taken into account because the author of a prediction is loving so much his/her theory so 

 
18 See, here, the composition error (e.g. saving paradox), Lucas's criticism, the impossibility of aggregating individual 
indicators or hierarchies of preferences (Arrow, Peacock). 
19 See, here, the paradox of Russell's hen or the paradox of Hempel's ravens, both regarding the possibility for the 
induction to generate the truth value: false. 
20 So, in the social process, the subject is always, partially, object too (that is, instead 𝐴⋁�̅�, we have 𝐴⋀�̅�). 
21 In the manner in which the Kuhn-ian concept of paradigm requires for the „habitants” of a given paradigm (Kuhn, 
2008). 
22 Such a condition of publicity is not so strong and, in fact, it is not aboslutely required but, in the last case, we need a 
guarantee about the honesty of the testator wich could concide with the enunciator regarding a given factual testing. 
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becomes unmindful to the rejection evidences and, so, can make one of the two basic errors 

in any testing;23 

d) even if any economic event (as contextualized economic phenomenon) is contingent24, that 

is, it is possible but unnecessary, it has such a strong impersonal character so it must be 

considered as objective in the sense of the third world. 

In such an interpretation of the objectivity in the economic field (more general, in the social one), 

in what follows, we’ll examine some of the possible epistemological vulnerabilities of the Popper-

ian falsifiability when applied on the economic factuals. As we understand, could there are two 

categories of vulnerabilities from epistemological point of view: a) caused by the rigidity of Popper’s 

position, which based its proposal on natural sciences; b) caused by the stubbornness with the 

economic discipline tried in the past and, unfortunately, still tries today to verify the pre-conditions 

of Popper’s falsifiability, in a tragic tentative to transform the economic theory into a theory about 

molecules, or into a kind of social statistics, analogous to the Boltzmann-ian mechanical statistics. 

5. Epistemological vulnerabilities of Popper-ian falsifiability within economic field 

Based on the economic field peculiarities related to the natural one, as well as on the ontological 

specifications of Popper-ian falsifiability, we think six problematic issues are arising when the 

falsifiability testing is (intended to be) applied on the economic events: a) the problem of truth;  

b) the singularity/unrepeatability; c) the problem of prediction; d) the corroboration degree;  

e) Duhem-Quine problem; f) the ad-hoc hypotheses. 

(a) the problem of truth 

Popper had in mind the correspondence-truth, as it is understood under Aristotle-ian tradition of 

logic. It is obvious the correspondence-truth is framed within the emergence, that is, within non-

deliberative (i.e. non-normative) processes. An emergent process implies the invariance of its initial 

conditions, as well as the invariance of the „motion law”.25 But the economic events are not 

emergent at all, any such an event is the result of the intention and action of at least an individual. 

Although the economic process is the result of an inter-action between the individuals and the non-

anthropic environment, the non-anthropic environment cannot generate, by itself, an economic 

event. So, the correspondence-truth, as it is generally understood, cannot arise into the economic 

process, because, in a very strong sense, the economic truth is rather intentionally created than 

happened26. We can say the economic truth has not finality but it has purpose.27 Because the 

intentionality of the economic process, as well as of the purpose-oriented feature of any such 

economic process, we think it is required to (minimally) amend the current correspondence-truth 

 
23 Remember: a) the error of order 1 – to believe a true hypothesis (that is, a true evidence) is false; b) the error of order 
2 – to believe a false hypothesis (that is, a false evidence) is true. 
24 The contingency of the economic event is, of course, the...necessary result of the free will which the human beings 
are endowed with. Based on Wittgenstein’s allegations, the sense of a statement is provided by its contingency, once 
the contingency implies the possibility. 
25 By translating these invariances into the „physiology” of the syllogism, we get the condition of the invariance inside 
the major premise (or inside the invariance of the covering law). 
26 The correspondence-truth is associable only with the necessary events or with those where the intentionality is 
redundant in relation to the necessity. 
27 By purpose must be understood that „finality” which is contingent. Since the contingency can be imposed by the free 
will only (which, in turn, is exclusively associated with the human being), we can conclude the „economic truth” could 
be another „animal” than the standard correspondence-truth.  
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or to (maximally) try to invent another kind of truth, framed by intentionality and purposeness28. 

The main pressure towards such a research direction is from the following reason: once an economic 

process has started, the individuals involved could change their purpose, so any prediction 

enunciated before the starting time is not anymore comparable (as the correspondence-truth 

requires) with the result of that process.29 Figure 2 specifies the idiosyncrasy of the economic event, 

compared with the natural one. 

 

Figure 2. The economic event is „endowed” with intentionality/purpose 

Source: author. 

(b) the singularity/unrepeatability 

Being contingent and purpose-generated, the economic event is not repeatable in a „pure" form, 

but only as a class of those events30. We could say there is a category-based repeatability, not an 

idiosyncratic-based one. Like a theory, which is not testable per se, but only based on its (that is, 

idiosyncratic) consequences, the same way, an economic event is testable at the individual level 

only, not at categorial level. Therefore, the economic event is not testable in the standard (pure, 

strict) Popperian sense, because: 

• Popper-ian sense of testability (falsifiability) concerns the particular factual only (which 

remains repeatable, i.e. it remains non-singular); 

• since there is not logically repeatable factual in the presumptive set of economic events, it 

follows that the economic event is not testable in a strictly Popper-ian sense. 

However, the problem of the economic event singularity can be finer analysed: 
(a) since the species can be extracted from the genus by adding at least an extra predicate, in a 

symmetrical way the genus can be constructed from species by subtracting the predicates 
which are not in the intersection set of all predicates of all species concerned. So, we could 
find a core of predicates of the economic events concerned shared by these events; 

(b) such a core of common predicates can be named as exactly being the economic 
phenomenon, as explained above;31 

(c) any testing should then take into consideration the actualization of this core of predicates. 
This way, the singularity/unrepeatability of the economic event can be „moved up” towards 
a repeatability framed by the built economic phenomenon. 

 
28 For example, the „economic-truth” could have also two values of truth (that is, it could work too under a bi-valent 
logic), but not anymore „true” or „false”. These truth values could be „achieved” or „non-achieved”, „acceptable” or 
„non-acceptable”, „desirable” or „non-desirable” and so on. 
29 Do remember, also, the Oedipus effect which acts even through the prediction enunciated and known by the 
individuals involved in the factual aimed at by the prediction in case. 
30 A given class of events is generally named phenomenon. 
31 Such a procedure is logically equivalent with that of Imre Lakatos proposal to „save” Popper-ian falsifiability from its 
too big sensibility to any factual rejection of hypotheses/conjectures.  
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Of course, such a weakening of the falsification procedure needs a more extended examination and 
grounding, in order to hold the essence of Popper-ian falsifiability proposal when applied in the 
economic field. Figure 3 shows an image of such a vulnerability. 

 

Figure 2. The economic event is „endowed” with intentionality/purposeness 

Source: author. 

(c) the prediction 

As it is well-known, the falsifiability implies a semantic comparison between a theory-based 
prediction, expressed generally through a verbal statement32, about a given (selected) factual, and 
a description, expressed also, generally, through a verbal statement about the same factual. As 
prediction, the factual is only presumed (has a potential or virtual statute), while as description, the 
same factual is came up into reality (has an actualized statute). So, to repeat: the correspondence-
truth used to proceed to Popper-ian falsifiability involves the semantic coincidence, that is, the 
overlapping, between the referential addressed by the prediction and the referential addressed by 
the description. Be a factual noted as 𝐹𝑖. Its potential (or future, or un-inspected) state is �̅�𝑖+1, while 

its actual (or effective) state is �̃�𝑖+1. The prediction, 𝑃𝑖, is 𝑃𝑖(�̅�𝑖+1), being issued at the moment 𝑖, 

while the description, 𝐷𝑖+1, is 𝐷𝑖+1(�̃�𝑖+1), being issued at the moment (𝑖 + 1). At moment 𝑖 + 1 the 

prediction and the description involved are semantically compared and a result about corroboration 
or rejection of the prediction (and, as consequence, of the hypothesis based on which the prediction 
was been issued) is delivered. The essence of the above described procedure consists in the 
existence of a prediction. The question is: are there or, put else, may are there predictions in the 
economic field? Taking into consideration the contingent character of the economic event, on the 
one part, as well as the purposeness on which any economic event is projected, on the other hand, 
the answer is, undoubtedly, negative. A prediction must be built on a theory (or on a hypothesis 
inferred from a theory). A prediction which is built on a purpose is not a prediction, but a 
prescription33 (let’s note it with 𝑁𝑖). To be mentioned that: 1) while the prediction is explanation-
based34, the prescription is desirability-based; 2) both the prediction and the description are 
particular statements, not general or universal ones. Since the economic event (as knowable or 
observable hypostasis of the economic phenomenon) has a praxiological nature, in fact, the purpose 

 
32 Remember that any non-verbal statement (like an equation – e.g. Fermat’s conjecture) is also, in the last instance, 
verbally-based. 
33 The prescription could be defined shortly as: a statement putting a rule regarding the description of an objective of 
activity which is not an emergent event but a deliberative/planned/represented one (by an emergent event must be 
understood: a state which happens, so it is not produced – e.g. market equilibrium, through „invisible hand" 
mechanism). 
34 The explanation is a general causal statement, not a particular one, that is, it is a coverage law so, logically, the 
explanation is the major premise in a generic syllogism. The prediction always concerns a particular event, under a 
coverage law, not a categorial one, so the prediction stays as minor premise in a generic syllogism. Somehow, the 
prediction is a future particularization (contextualization) of the past (general) explanation. 
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is designed through a sui generis combination between prediction and prescription35 – we could 
name such a combination as presdiction.  
Trying to conclude, we could say that the fundamental consequence of the above mentioned comes 
into the non-relevance of the correspondence-truth in the economy, not only because we cannot 
put it into evidence, but also because this truth cannot be put into evidence independently and 
inter-subjective verifiably.36 In fact, the fulfilment vs. non-fulfilment of the economic purpose is 
neither true nor false, it simply cannot be associated with the concept of truth. In addition, given 
the contingency of the economic action, the prediction is incorporated (captured) in the prescription 
- the Oedipus effect -, so, in general, in the economy, what prevails is the prescription, not the 
prediction.37 
Moreover, in the economic field is dominant another characteristic: while, in the general 
epistemology, the observation (the observational statement) is theoretically contaminated, in the 
economic epistemology there is another type of contamination both of observation (observational 
statement) and of prediction. We propose any observational statement in the economic field (more 
generally, in the social field) be considered goal-contaminated38, so any „prediction” is goalnessly 
designed. 
The most important epistemological aspect of the prediction (in fact, of the prescription, 
respectively of the presdiction), which most can make vulnerable Popper-ian falsifiability in the 
economic field is its categorial character. A purpose can only be achieved through social interaction 
(what we call economic action), so that purpose can no longer be particular (that is, assigned 
individually), but must be a commitment39 collectively assumed, so it gets categorial valences. No 
individual will achieve their personal purpose, although all involved individuals will achieve their 
common purpose. Obviously, the categorial character of the prediction forbids the standard Popper-
ian falsifiability. The figure 3 shows a synoptic view of the above considerations about the prediction 
in the economic field. 

 

 
35 If the economic action has a great dependence on the non-anthropic nature, the weight of the prediction into the 
presdiction increases, otherwise the weight of the prescription into the presdiction increases. In the moment when the 
presdiction is enunciated, there is a linear combination between prediction and prescription, analogously with the linear 
superposition of the microstates in the Quantum Mechanics. Moving further the analogy, when the economic factual 
event is observed, the all „superposed” states of that event colapse into a single state which the observer 
unambiguously records. 
36 Indeed, different individuals could have different purposes within the same economic process. 
37 But why have we not in the economic field prescriptions only? The reason comes from the praxiological statute of the 
economic process, that is, the inter-actions between human beings and their non-anthropic environment – the non-
anthropic environment introduces into the presdiction the prediction’s side, while the human beings purposeness 
introduces into the presdiction the prescription’s side. 
38 A rudiment of this idea can be found in Kuhn's concept of paradigm (see his sub-concepts of puzzle, respectively of 
anomaly). Unfortunately, Kuhn does not realize this epistemological aspect, but only leads to the last logical 
consequences his own concept of paradigm.  
39 The concept of committment has here the signification established by Amartya Sen (see his work On the Ethics and 
Economics, Blackwell Publishing, second edition, 1988), that is, a special engagement, most of time of moral kind, 
towards membership groups. 
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Figure 3. The presdictions as „economic predictions” 

Source: author. 

(d) the corroboration degree 

After replacing of the verification concept of the Vienna Circle with the corroboration one, Popper 
did not leave either this concept alone. More precise, he very analytically discussed the problem of 
the corroboration degrees. There was the idea that the more factual evidences corroborate a 
hypothesis (more exactly, a prediction based on a given hypothesis) the more probable that 
hypothesis could be truth. Popper’s position was radical: no matter how many corroborations 
support the prediction (considered as being a particular logical consequence of a 
theory/hypothesis), the falsification degree of the theory involved does not change (more precisely, 
it remains maximum). In other words, the corroboration does not change the probability that the 
theory is true (or false). We think, however, Popper’s position regarding the corroboration degree 
is incompatible with the economic event, because, at least: 

• economic predictions are, as has been shown, presdictions, i.e. they are of a finalist type, 
based on purpose (NB: the purpose is always contingent); 

• therefore, economic predictions are, in essence, combinations - probably linear - between 
anticipations40 (associable to predictions) and expectations41 (associable to prescriptions); 

• since expectation and confidence are relatively psychologically substitutable, it turns out 
that a corroboration can change (in the sense of increasing) confidence in the theory that 
underpinned the prediction; 

• increasing confidence in the corroborated theory increases the likelihood that the theory in 
question will respond „affirmatively" to subsequent tests (i.e. increases the probability42 that 
the theory is „true"). 

In our opinion (expressed in other occasions), the only kind of probability which could be „ saved” 
for the economic modelling is Bayes probability, which never should work in the natural field, where 
we have necessity only, i.e., anticipations only. Since the economic predictions (as presdictions, of 
course) are purpose-based, they are very sensible to the corroboration. We even could advance the 
idea that, if in the field of natural events, there is a sensitivity of them to the initial conditions - 
which leads to the chaotic type models -, in the economic field there is a sensitivity of the economic 
events to the final state, that is, the purpose – which leads to the normative type models. In such a 
context, we believe that, if the sensitivity to the initial conditions can be modelled using chaos 
theory (or non-linear dynamics theory), then the sensitivity to the final state can be modelled 
(should be modelled) using the topological theory.43 For reasons of conceptual symmetry, we can 
state here the following conjecture: in contrast to the natural domain (where the refutation of a 
single particular prediction invalidates the truth of the theory involved), in the economic field, the 
refutation of a presdiction has the effect not of invalidating the theory involved, but of reducing the 
confidence in it (reducing the probability of being „true"). In other words, refutation could address 
mainly the purpose established outside any theory, not the theory involved. A symmetrical 

 
40 Anticipations are results necessarily infered from a model of rationality, that is, they are not contingent once the 
model of rationality is selected. In other words, the anticipations have not to do with the free will, the purposes and so 
on, they are completely and externally binding (or, equivalently, they are objective, related to the given model of 
rationality).  
41 Expectations are, by the contrary, completely subjective. They are internal to the subject, are not based on a model 
of rationality. In fact, the expectations are desirabilities, are contingent and are generated through the free will (NB: the 
free will is the capacity/ability to oppose to the „social necessity”, not to the „natural necessity”). 
42 We talk here about, of course, a Bayes probability, while Popper considered an objective probability (based on 
archives). The objective probability could be associated with anticipations, while subjective probability (like Bayes 
probability) could be associated with the expectations. 
43 About the appropriateness of the topological theory (more exactly, the algebraic topology) for the economic 
modelling we’ll come back with another intervention. 
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conjecture could be formulated by the side of corroboration: in contrast to the natural domain 
(where the corroboration of a single particular prediction does not increase the probability that the 
theory involved be true), in the economic field, the corroboration of a presdiction has the effect of 
increasing the probability that the theory involved be true, by increasing the confidence in it. Figure 
4 puts together confidence, corroboration, and probability (of type Bayes) as discussed above (NB: 
by net number of corroborations must be understood the difference between the number of 
corroborations and the number of refutations regarding the same presdiction). 

 

Figure 4. The probability curve of the economic „truth” as function of the net number of corroborations  

Source: author. 

So, the probability curve of the truth regarding an economic prediction is a logistic depending 
directly from the confidence degree and indirectly from the net number of corroborations, that is, 
it is a functional (a function of a function). The probability increases accelerated for a small degree 
of confidence, then it increases decelerated after an inflexion point in the net number of 
corroborations (such a point is psychologically determinable). The fundamental reason based which, 
in the economic field, the net number of corroborations increases the probability that the 
conjectures are true is the presence of the purpose44 in any presdiction – but the purposes are 
something subjective, based on belief, and the belief can increase with the increase of the number 
of (net) corroborations. 

 

 

 
44 In a larger logical approach, the presence of purpose inside the economic presdiction is similar with the presence of 
an implicit assumption which, according to Duhem-Quine thesis, must itself be corroborated. So, our suggestion 
regarding the structure of the economic presdiction could be interpreted as a... theoretical corroboration, for the 
economic field, of Duhem-Quine thesis. 
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(e) Duhem-Quine thesis 

To examine the vulnerability introduced by Duhem-Quine thesis on the Popper-ian falsifiability, let’s 
remember Popper’s position regarding the effect of a refutation result of factual testing: if a 
prediction based on a hypothesis derived from a theory is rejected, then the hypothesis is falsified. 
This is a reductionist position, based on the concept of experimentum crucis. Two questions arise 
based on this positioning: 1) with what certainty should be accepted the refutation of that 
hypothesis?; 2) should be extended the refutation on the host-theory of the hypothesis, as a whole?. 
It is easy to observe that by answering the first question, the second one is, in the most part, 
answered too. In fact, Duhem, then Quine (Quine, 1951), approached the first question. This thesis 
says: no hypothesis can be denied by a falsification of the associated prediction, because, besides 
the hypothesis tested, other hypotheses (implicit or explicit) condition the experiment or observation. 
As a result, the falsification process should be continued ad infinitum, to test all the hypotheses 
involved in the given prediction. This is a holistic position.  
We’ll try to show below that, in the economic field, Duhem-Quine thesis is plenary working, based 
on the following arguments: 

• the economic event is multiple conditioned (natural, psychological, sociological, political, 
axiological) – consequently: an economic prediction is based not only on an economic type 
hypothesis, but also on many other auxiliary non-economic hypotheses/assumptions; 

• given the non-repeatability of the economic event, it is not possible to ensure the 
functioning of the methodological condition of experiment named ceteris paribus; this will 
„break" the logical chain of separate testing of the additional hypotheses involved in the 
initial experiment, so it will make falsifiability vulnerable – consequently: in the economic 
field (more generally, in the social field) there is an overdetermination of the individual45, 
which prohibits methodological individualism, so prohibits Popperian reductionism 
regarding the falsifiability; 

Therefore, refutation of an economic presdiction cannot logically unambiguously lead to the 
rejection of the hypothesis that generated that presdiction. In this case, the causal 
overdetermination of the individual acts as a categorial cause, induced by what we could name the 
institutional overdetermination of the economic presdiction. Such institutional overdetermination 
is one of the most common forms of the Duhem-Quine thesis translated into the economc field. 
Figure 5 provides a general view of Duhem-Quine problem for the factual falsifiability in the 
economic field. 

 
45 For example, the economic institutions (more generally, social institutions) act causally (or, at least, conditionally) on 
individual economic action and, also, on the collective economic action which implies a common purpose. 
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Figure 5. Comparative view of Popper’s punctual falsifiability and Duhem-Quine’s holistic falsifiability  

Source: author. 

(f) the ad-hoc hypotheses 

Popper himself was concious about the vulnerabilities induced by his punctuality in interpreting the 
result of factual testing as falsifiability. Consequently, he approached the problem of the so-called 
ad-hoc hypotheses which analysts would desire to introduce after the answer provided by factual 
testing in order to save the hypothesis „atacked” through rejection of the associated prediction. 
More precise, Popper requires that the failure of a prediction must necessarily lead to refuting the 
assigned hypothesis; this does not have to be „saved", however, by introducing ad-hoc hypotheses46 
(either at the level of definitions, or at the level of experiment conditions, or at the interpretative 
level of the test results) that will relax the strength of the test. However, Popper accepts be 
introduced, if needed, those ad-hoc assumptions that reduce the probability of corroboration of the 
hypothesis in question (or, equivalently, increase the probability of refuting it). So, Popper agrees 
to worse the situation from the point of view of testing, not to relax it.  
Regarding the economic field, we think the followings could be said about the issue of the ad-hoc 
hypotheses: 

• since the interpretation of the test result is not based on the concept of correspondence-
truth (as the Popperian falsifiability requires), but it is of finalist (goalness) type (i.e., it is a 
desirable-truth), the introduction and use of ad-hoc hypotheses in a systematic way, not 
accidentally, is not only possible, but even required; so, the interpretation of corroboration 
(or refutation) is necessarily accompanied by ex post ad-hoc assumptions; 

• psychologically, we have two effects here: 1) the „need" for ad-hoc assumptions in the 
economc field is more pronounced in refutation than in corroboration, in order to save the 
belief; 2) the propensity to introduce ad-hoc hypotheses increases the probability of 
corroboration47 (inversely than the Popper-ian recommendation), and such an increase of 
the probability of corroboration is much higher than in the natural field (if accepted there); 

• unlike the case of the natural sciences, in the economic field the inter-subjective agreement 
on the test result is no longer limited to the scientific community, but is extended to the 
entire population affected/interested by that result – in a sense, the testability in the 

 

46 To be aware that Duhem-Quine auxiliary hypotheses, above discussed, have nothing to do with the Popper-ian ad hoc 

hypotheses. 
47 Again, because in the economic field we have to do with the desirable-truth, not with the correspondence-truth. 
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economic (more general, in the social) field, is more „democratic” than in the natural field – 
consequently: the need to harmonize the interpretation of the test result is much greater 
and more diversified in terms of „competence", which is why the introduction of ad-hoc 
hypotheses that evade the Popper-ian condition (that is, the recommendation to try so to 
decrease the probability of corroboration) is almost inevitable. 

Figure 6 illustrates the above discussion. 

 

Figure 6. The ad-hoc hypotheses are necessarily working in the economic field, both for refutation and corroboration 

Source: author. 

6. What’s to do? 
We think at least three questions should be answered regarding the above vulnerabilities examined: 

(a) firstly, what should we understand by truth in the economic field? Based on the impurity 
of the economic prediction, which is, as already said, a presdiction, that is, a combination48 
between prediction and prescription, it seems the truth is rather normative than 
extrapolative. Taking into account that the prediction is based on explanation, that is, it 
has a cognitive nature, while the prescription is based on desirability, that is, it has a 
normative nature, we suggest a tetravalent logic of the economic truth. The basic lines of 
the proposal are the followings: 

• there are four truth values49: 
➢ 𝑇: nominal full achieving of the purpose, „no rest" 
➢ �̅�+: nominal failure of the purpose, but „with positive rest”, that is, accompanied by 

the arising of unintended consequences which are appropriate50 to the subject; 
➢ 𝑇−: nominal achievement of the purpose, but „with negative rest”, that is, 

accompanied by the arising of unintended consequences which are not appropriate 
for the subject; 

➢ �̅�: nominal failure of purpose, „no rest". 

 
48 We think a linear combination, by analogy with the linear superposition of the states in the Quantum Mechanics 
world, between prediction and prescription could easily be modelled, even from a quantitative perspective.  
49 Such a logic could be named a teleological logic, (abbreviated, a 4T logic). 
50 Somewhat on the same line of thinking is the proposal of James G. March and Johan P. Olsen (see their paper, The 
logic of appropriateness, ARENA Working Papers WP 04/09, Center for European Studies, University of Oslo) applied to 
political institutions (so to a very narrow area of the social field) by combining the cognitive rules with the normative 
ones. However, the concept of normativity in March and Olsen paper is viewed in a very particular hypostasis, that is, 
as codified rules of the institutional framework, while our view is much larger and much more general. 
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• the truth remains a kind of correspondence-truth, but such a truth is not anymore 
inter-subjectively communicable and understandable, it gains idiosyncratic features, 
so only for the common core of the collective purpose (the non-empty intersection of 
the all individual purposes) it recapture its public falsifiability 

• the table of the truth values could be shown as in the table 2): 
 

Values of occurence51 Proposition (statement) type 

𝑇 Performative statement (𝒮[p]) 

�̅�+ Convenient non-performative statement (𝒮[p̅c]) 

𝑇− Performative non-convenient statement (𝒮[pc̅]) 

�̅� Non-performative statement (𝒮[p̅]) 

Table 2. Typology of statements in a 4T logic 

(b) secondly, what should we understand by rationality in the economic field? Since the 

presdiction is not a pure prediction, we cannot anymore test the correspondence-truth, 

but what test we? It seems we cannot test than an adequacy of the assigned means to the 

achieved end. If the purpose is achieved, then the means52 assigned were adequate, if it is 

not achieved, then the means were un-adequate. But such a reason is just the 

epistemological content of the concept of instrumental rationality.53 Of course, the 

economic process is not (and is not primarily) captured by the instrumental rationality 

only. By the contrary, it is functioning rather under the symbolic rationality and ofen under 

the evidential rationality (Nozick, 1995). At least the symbolic rationality has no 

interference with the instrumental rationality. Moreover, while the instrumental 

rationality provides the assignation of the means to the pre-existing purpose, the symbolic 

rationality generates, in a non-inferential way, just the purposes in case. The non-

inferential way signifies that the purposes are „derived” directly from values, that is, from 

belief. We can say, without any risk of error, the purposes are not...rational (of course, 

related to the instrumental rationality).  

(c) thirdly, what should we understand by scientificity in the economic field? It is obvious the 

economic theory does not match the sufficiency predicates for a strong scientificity.54 The 

scientificity refers only to the theoretical aspect of human action (or activity). Therefore, 

we will not seek to identify this predicate in either the praxiological or practical55 action of 

 
51 We would want to replace the term truth with the term occurrence when the economic field is involved in the process 
of testing. 
52 By the concept means, we understand the praxiological referential here, that is, all operational means which have the 
capacity to contribute to achieve the purpose: strategies, economic resources, commitments (in Amartya Sen’s sense, 
as already claimed), values, etc. 
53 See, about the concept of instrumental rationality, the exciting book of Robert Nozick, The Nature of Rationality, 
Princeton University Press, 1995 (unfortunately not yet translated into Romanian). 
54 We do not develop here a discussion about the concept of strong vs. weak scientificity (the issue was been exposed 
in other our works), but, for example, the economic theory is not analytical (in the sense of Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, 
not of Descartes or Kant), that is, its „laws” are not applicable symmetrically to any individual of the economic objects 
(which includes the economic subjects as well). 
55 As has already been pointed out, we need to distinguish between practical action and praxiological one: while practical 
action refers to action involving subject-subject relationships (for example, political or religious action), praxiological 
action refers to actions aimed at producing change in the world (i.e. state changes in the world), so is interested for 
subject-object relationships. Of course, there are some semantic overlaps: for example, a change in the state of the 
intended world through the development of subject-subject relationships (i.e. a practical action, for example through 
performative or per-locutionary enunciations) is, at the same time, a praxiological one. However, there may be practical 
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individuals (or of the social groups). Just as there is only one distinct type of human action, 

it means that scientificity refers to the theoretical action of individuals (in figure 7 the 

abstract structure of the human action is rendered56). This means that scientificity can be 

(or, after the case, cannot be) a property only if it is associated with that type of human 

activity that addresses the object-object57 relationship. In the other two types of human 

activity, the very invocation of scientificity (irrespective of whether or not the property is 

detected) is meaningless. This position should not be interpreted in the sense of a 

positivism (neither absolute nor relative), because we have not invoked neither the factual 

testability of the sentences describing the property in question, nor the validity (either 

logical or grammatical) of the formation of the propositions in question. 

                           Relationship 
Elucidation of 

Object-object (O-O)  Subject-object (S-O) Subject-subject (S-S) 

The object 

Sciences  
 

- physics 
- biology 
- cosmology 
- chemistry 

Arts 
- music 
- painting 
- sculpture 
- literature 
- architecture 

Hermeneutics 
 
 

- criticism 
- politics 
- history 

The subject 

Logics  
- logic 
- accounting 
- mathematics 
- linguistics 

Praxiologies 
- economics 
- sociology 
- psychology 
- theoretical philosophy 

Ethics 
 

- religion 
- morals 
- social philosophy 

Figure 7. Scientificity is a predicate of the object-object relationship which concerns the object elucidation 
Source: author  

So, from the perspective of the strong scientificity (primarily represented by physics), Economics is 
not scientific. We believe Economics should be considered as a praxiology as figure 7 indicates and, 
in such a qualification, it must be reconstructed by extracting it from the row of elucidating the 
object, from the columns of theoretical signification (object-object relationships), and from the 
column of practical signification (subject-subject relationships), that is, by coming back to von Mises 
old and visionary suggestion (Mises, 2018). 
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